Abstract This paper presents an efficient optimization process, where the parameters defining the features in a feature-based CAD model are used as design variables. The process exploits adjoint methods for the computation of gradients, and as such the computational cost is essentially independent of the number of design variables, making it ideal for optimization in large design spaces. The novelty of this paper lies in linking the adjoint surface sensitivity information with geometric sensitivity values, referred to as design velocities, computed for CAD models created in commercial CAD systems (e.g. CATIA V5 or Siemens NX). This process computes gradients based on the CAD feature parameters, which are used by the optimization algorithm, which in turn updates the values of the same parameters in the CAD model. In this paper, the design velocity and resulting gradient calculations are validated against analytical and finite-difference results. The proposed approach is demonstrated to be compatible with different commercial CAD packages and computational fluid dynamics solvers.
Introduction
In the context of the industrial design process, a product design typically starts with CAD geometry and eventually delivers optimized geometry in CAD. However, currently there is no efficient way of either optimizing directly on feature-based CAD geometries or generating a featurebased CAD model from optimization performed on computer-aided engineering (CAE) meshes. The current techniques to capture the geometry are inefficient and lose important geometric details. Hence, there is a need to use CAD models within the optimization framework to strengthen the industrial workflow. Current research in this area aims to enable shape optimization using either a dumb geometry, which is a non-parametric CAD model from which the construction history has been removed, or a CAD model with its construction history, features, and parameters included. For the latter, the shape of a model can be updated by changing values of the parameters that define it. One of the main advantages of this approach is that as the optimized model is a feature-based CAD model, it can be used directly for downstream applications including manufacturing and process planning. The constraints imposed by the features in the CAD model feature tree will mean that the optimized part can be manufactured, provided the features were well chosen. To a large extent this will depend on the skill and experience of the CAD model creator, and their ability to visualize and parameterize the design space. The drawbacks of this approach are that, as the choice of CAD features constrains how the model can change shape, it may stifle the creation of innovative solutions. It may therefore be necessary to insert additional features into the CAD model feature tree if a radical change in shape or performance is desired.
The successful integration of a CAD model in an optimization loop requires an efficient CAD-based optimization methodology. In the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), a typical runtime for an industrial component ranges from hours to days on high performance clusters [1] . In this regard, the use of a gradient-based optimization approach which requires a very few iterations to reach an optimum is desirable. However, this requires the gradient of the objective function with respect to the design variables. The typical way to get the derivatives for each design variable is to employ a finite-difference technique [2, 3] , where the effect of a parameter change is computed by analyzing both the baseline and perturbed geometries, and comparing the results. For each parameter, a perturbed geometry is created in the CAD system and then used for analysis (including the need for geometry healing and mesh generation processes), where the resulting difference in performance enables the derivative calculation. It is clear this strategy is subject to the so-called ''curse of dimensionality'', and quickly becomes impractical for large, high-fidelity models [4] .
To address the issue of gradient calculation, adjoint based techniques have shown promising results, and have been an area of extensive research over the last two decades [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The primary attraction of adjoint methods is their ability to compute gradient information at a computational cost which is essentially independent of the number of design parameters. This, in turn, opens up the possibility to explore significantly larger design spaces than those with traditional approaches, in time-scales which are acceptable for industrial design. Adjoint methods provide the sensitivities of a function of interest with respect to mesh nodal movements. The straightforward route to optimization would be to directly use the mesh nodal displacements as design variables. One drawback for all mesh based approaches is that the mesh topology (in terms of the number of elements present and their connectivity) must remain constant as the model updates. Also, for such approaches the mesh used for the analysis cannot be varied. As it is the mesh that reaches the optimum shape, it must be translated into a CAD model before it can be manufactured. This can be difficult to achieve as mesh nodes are typically positioned independently, and quite often the resulting model shape is not smooth. Using CAD geometry within the optimization process should result in a better quality CAD model shape and aligns with the industrial ambition of having a more integrated design process.
The integration of a parametric CAD model in an adjoint-based optimization framework requires the calculation of parametric design velocity, i.e., the boundary shape movement resulting from a change in a CAD parameter. A number of approaches have been proposed in the literature for the computation of the design velocity. Chen and Torterelli [12] used an approach based on the parametric position of points/nodes on the boundary of the unoptimized CAD model. After a parameter perturbation, the new point positions are computed based on the parametric values recorded on the original model. Alternatively, Truong et al. [13] presented an approach for the movement of surface mesh by comparing the parametric definition of surface mesh nodes with respect to tessellation of faces in the original and perturbed CAD model. Hardee et al. [14] applied a hybrid of finite-difference method with boundary displacement method for the computation of design velocity directly from the CAD model. This involved comparing the parametric description of the faces in the original CAD model with the parametric description after the perturbation of one of the design parameters. All of these approaches require that the topology of the geometric model remains constant after the model is perturbed. In the context of this work, the term ''constant topology'' refers to the number and arrangement of surfaces, edges, and vertices over the model boundary (or B-Rep) remaining the same. Such a constraint is hard to enforce in practice. An example of a boundary topology change is shown in Fig. 1 , where Fig. 1a shows the unperturbed CAD model and Fig. 1b shows the same model after a parameter has been perturbed. In this example, the topology change is demonstrated by the introduction of the new shaded faces.
Kripac [17] computed the design velocity from the CAD geometry by assigning certain identities (IDs) to the topological entities in the unperturbed model, and computing velocities from the entities with the same IDs when the model is re-evaluated after a parameter perturbation. This approach is hampered by the persistent naming problem, where the IDs applied to the entities in the CAD model change after it is regenerated after a parameter perturbation. In the cases where IDs are not persistent, techniques are described to rebuild/remap entities based on the construction order of the features in the model, and using adjacency information. An alternative approach to deal with the persistent naming problem is found in [18] . It is unlikely either approach will be robust where the model Fig. 1 Topology change after a parameter perturbation where two new faces are created [15] changes significantly, or where the features or the order of construction change; hence Chen et al. [19] concluded that the persistent naming problem remains unsolved. Nemec and Aftosmis [16] present an approach for computing the displacement of the boundary based on an embedded boundary Cartesian mesh method, where the movement of the intersections between a Cartesian mesh and a mesh of the component geometry is used to determine the boundary movement. This approach is again restricted to problems where the boundary topology remains constant.
Other authors [20, 21] have attempted to achieve the CAD link through the development of processes based on non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS), where the NURBS control point locations are the design parameters. Key benefits of these approaches are that NURBS are capable of representing a wide variety of surfaces, and topology changes cannot occur. Authors have also attempted to use free-form deformation (FFD) techniques to parameterize deformation instead of geometry [22, 23] . These techniques originated from computer graphics [24] where FFD boxes are used to deform a solid geometry. The downside of these approaches, compared to a model created in a feature-based CAD system, is that the design intent and parametric associativity captured in the choice of features and parameters used to build the model is lost.
It is possible to calculate the design velocities from the CAD system analytically [25, 26] . Analytical approaches to calculate shape sensitivity have significant advantages, in that they do not require a geometry or mesh to be recomputed, which is both efficient and robust against topology changes. Analytical sensitivities also avoid difficulties with numerical accuracy associated with finite-difference approaches. That said, these approaches are still in the early stages of development and are currently unavailable for general application. Furthermore, they require access to the underlying source code of the CAD system kernel, which is unlikely to become an industrial reality for the major CAD packages in the near future.
To overcome the restrictions associated with topology changes and with the persistent naming problem, Robinson et al. [15] used geometric faceting in the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) format exported directly from the CAD package. The design velocity was then calculated at the nodes of the facetted model and associated back to the CAD geometry. The key limitation of this approach is that it was not able to calculate design velocity for shape changes which the initial faceting was unable to represent. This can occur when the parameterization allows a face to deform at a much greater resolution than the faceting of the model can recreate. For example, in Fig. 2a , the top face of the block was initially flat and modeled by two facets with nodes at the corners. These facets are unable to capture the subsequent curvature of the face, Fig. 2b .
Another example is when the perturbation causes the model to update such that the normal at a point on original model lies outside the perturbed model. In Fig. 3 , the symbol ''D'' represents facets for which there is no obvious projection after the perturbation shown (from solid to dashed). This paper builds on the work of Robinson et al. [15] , overcomes its aforementioned limitations and applies the approach on a range of models. The remainder of the paper will first summarize the integration of the adjoint-based sensitivity calculation with the design velocity. Sect. 3 presents the methodology proposed to compute the design velocity; the new method is exercised using a turbomachinery static component and a transonic wing, and the corresponding results are shown in Sect. 4; the proposed methodology and results are discussed in Sect. 5; finally the paper terminates with the main conclusions.
Theory

Adjoint methods
The underlying theory and implementation of adjoint methods are well documented in the literature [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 27 ]. An overview of the approach follows. Consider a semi-discrete system of fluid conservation laws described as
Eq. 1 is referred to as the primal solution, where X represents the mesh coordinates and U is the vector of the fluid system variables. During the convergence of the primal solution, the non-linear residual R for each equation is driven to zero. The objective function J depends on the system variables.
The change in performance dJ due to a change in the value of the design parameter, dh can be defined in terms of the surface mesh coordinates
The volumetric sensitivity term dJ=dX can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 2 with respect to X as
The solution of Eq. 4 using finite-differences requires the solution of Eq. 1 for each design variable. Alternatively, it can be shown that by selecting an arbitrary vector w, Eq. 4 can be re-written as [28] 
Using this method, only one set of additional equations needs to be solved for each objective function (known as the adjoint solution), regardless of the number of design parameters. The adjoint volumetric sensitivities are then combined with the inverse operation of a mesh moving algorithm to yield the adjoint surface sensitivities / as
In recent years, several adjoint solvers have been developed including adjointFoam [3] , SU2 [29] , HELYX [30], DLR-TAU [31] , and HYDRA [32] . These adjoint solvers are capable of producing the sensitivity of a measure of performance with respect to a shape change. The parametric sensitivities dJ=dh are then calculated using Eqs. 3 and 6 as
Design velocity
Design velocity quantifies the boundary movement with respect to a change in a parameter value dh, i.e., dX s =dh.
This measure was first developed in the context of adjoint shape sensitivity and optimization in a structural analysis context [12] . In Fig. 4 , the arrows represent the design velocity as the boundary changes from solid line to the dashed line. In particular, this paper is concerned with computing the normal component of the design velocity on the boundary of the model as
where dX s is the boundary movement andn is the surface normal direction. For each location on the domain boundary, the design velocity is represented by a scalar value. The convention adopted throughout this paper is that a positive design velocity represents an outward movement of the boundary, and negative is inward. Once the adjoint sensitivity (/) and design velocity (V n Þ are computed, the total change in objective function can be calculated as the summation over the boundary as
Knowing the change in objective function due to the parametric perturbation in question, the gradient rJ can then be calculated by normalizing this value with respect to the size of the parameter perturbation used to perturb the boundary as
Methodology
Throughout this work, the feature parameters represent the input, the change in shape of the CAD model is the output, and the CAD modelling system is treated as a black box. The key contribution is the calculation of the design velocity due to the perturbation of the CAD feature parameters. This can then be combined with the adjoint Fig. 4 A two-dimensional design velocity field sensitivities over the model boundary to calculate the gradient value. Furthermore, this methodology is designed to be applicable to any feature-based CAD modelling package, e.g., SIEMENS NX [33] and CATIA V5 [34] , that can cater for any boundary topology changes due to parametric change and avoid the need to access the CAD kernel. This makes it suitable for implementation within an industrial setting, where closed-source and commercial CAD packages are widely used.
The optimization work follows a CAD-centric approach in which the CAD parameters that define the geometric features in the CAD modelling system are considered as design variables. A typical CAD model is shown in Fig. 5 , comprising individual features which are combined to represent an overall shape. These features are classified as sketch-based features, which are created by defining a 2D sketch profile and sweeping it to generate a 3D model, and dress-up features, such as fillets and chamfers, which are created directly on the solid model.
As it is common for industrial CAD models to be defined by hundreds (or even thousands) of parameters, using a computationally expensive approach is infeasible for optimization. Herein, the design velocity is calculated using a finite-difference based on the CAD model before and after a parameter perturbation. Such operations performed directly on the CAD geometry are computationally expensive, even for simple CAD models. In this work, CAD geometries are represented using a surface tessellation of linear triangular elements. This is referred to as faceting to differentiate it from the analysis mesh used to compute the CFD and adjoint solutions. A faceted representation of CAD geometries is created by employing the open-source meshing tool GMSH [35] . The displacement of the model due to a parameter perturbation is approximated by calculating how much a point at the center of each facet in the unperturbed model must move to reside on the boundary of the perturbed model. The key requirement is that the faceting of the unperturbed model is of sufficient resolution to capture the curvatures in the original model, and in each of the perturbations of the model. The first is important as the normal direction over the boundary of the unperturbed model in Eq. (8) is calculated from the facets. The inability to capture the curvatures in the perturbed models hampered the approach in [15] , as such sizing information is difficult to gauge a priori. It can be obtained by applying curvature-sensitive meshing to each perturbed model, and ensuring that the maximum mesh density required for a face in any of the perturbed models is reflected in the faceting of the original model. In future work, it will be explored how the curvature in each of the perturbed models can be used to drive a metric-based mesh refinement process for the mesh of the original model. To incorporate various CAD design software tools, a generic representation of the CAD model (the STEP format) is used as the input to the calculation of design velocities. Using the CAD design software, STEP files are created for each parametric perturbation to be used for the calculation of design velocities. The perturbation of a model feature parameter and the export of the corresponding STEP file are automated using the CAD system API. The success of the approach is sensitive to the parameter perturbation size. In this work, in each case the perturbation size used was selected to be small (0:1% À 1%) relative to the size of the features in the model, and different step sizes were experimented with to find the one which gave consistent and accurate results. The algorithm for calculating the design velocity from the resulting STEP files is described in Algorithm 1 and is implemented in Python [36]. 
The projection test
The displacement of the model due to a parametric perturbation is calculated by projecting a point at the centroid of each facet in the unperturbed model onto the facets in the perturbed model in the normal direction. In Fig. 7 , a facet on an unperturbed model defined as DO 1 O 2 O 3 has its centroid C 0 projected onto the facet DF 1 F 2 F 3 in the perturbed model to find a projection point P p . The coordinates of P p are computed using
To determine if a given point P p lies inside the perturbed facet, consider the Barycentric coordinates [37] shown in Fig. 8 . P p lies inside the perturbed model facet if
g . The Barycentric coordinates f; g and n are computed using the procedure described by Ericson [37] . If a projection is found to be contained within the boundaries of a triangular facet, then the normal vectors of the facet in the unperturbed and perturbed models are compared to check that they lie within an angular threshold. If both the conditions are satisfied (i.e., the projected point lies within the triangular facet and the surface normal is within the specified tolerance), the projection is deemed to be successful. If not, then a search is conducted on an adjacent perturbed facet using the same criteria.
Determining which facet in the perturbed model to test first
One of the goals of this approach is to overcome two limitations: (1) the need for the model's boundary topology to remain the same before and after a parameter perturbation; (2) the need for the facet labels and their correspondence to the model geometry to guide the projection. This is achieved by projecting the unperturbed facet centroid onto the perturbed facets after each parameter change. To determine which facet on the perturbed model to use in the projection requires a search operation over the facet discretization (as opposed to relying on face labels or boundary topology). This is achieved by setting up a multidimensional binary search tree (KD-tree [38] ). For each perturbed model, a KD-tree of its centroid point coordinates is created. A KD-tree query returns for each centroid in the unperturbed model, the closest facet centroid in the perturbed model. The first projection test is performed using this facet. If the projection test is successful, the facet label and the coordinates of the projection point are recorded. 
Determining which facet in the perturbed model to test next
If the projection is unsuccessful for the selected perturbed facet, the Barycentric coordinates are used to determine which facet to use for the next projection test. With reference to Fig. 8 , the next facet to test is selected according to
• f\0 the adjacent facet which shares the points F 1 and F 3 should be tested next, • g\0 the adjacent facet which shares the points F 1 and F 2 should be tested next, • f þ g [ 1 the adjacent facet which shares the points F 2 and F 3 should be tested next.
This sequence of projection and facet identification tests should continue until the projection test is successful. If the number of unsuccessful projections reaches a threshold value, a brute force approach is employed. This involves the centroid being projected onto all the facets in the perturbed model and selecting the closest facet which it projects onto with a similar facet normal. To limit the number of facets to test, only a subset of facets within a defined radius from the unperturbed facet centroid is tested. This threshold value depends on the complexity of geometry and also on the surface facet density. Numerical experiments have shown that a radius of twice the length of the maximum parametric perturbation gives adequate results.
It is possible for the brute force approach not to yield a successful projection. This is a possibility in cases where the perturbation causes the model to update such that the direction of the normal vector at a point on original model points outside the perturbed model, as depicted in Fig. 3 . In these cases, the nearby facets in the perturbed model are tested. If their surface normal are found to lie within a prescribed tolerance (approximately 5 ), the unperturbed facet centroid is projected onto the centroid of that facet and the design velocities in the normal direction are calculated accordingly.
A final condition is introduced if facets of the unperturbed model are still unable to be projected onto the perturbed model. In such cases, the design velocity for these facets is interpolated from those of the neighboring facets in the unperturbed model, which share the common vertex with the original facet.
Computing design velocity
Once the unperturbed facet centroid (C 0 ) has been successfully projected in the normal direction (n C 0 ) to obtain the projection point (P p ) on the perturbed model, the design velocity at C 0 is calculated using Eq. (8), which results in
It should be noted that neither the face or facet labels, nor the correspondence of the CAD model topology between the perturbed and unperturbed model is necessary to compute the design velocity. Hence, making this strategy more attractive and robust than the current alternatives is discussed in Sect. 1.
Results
Validation of design velocity
To validate the design velocities computed, the methodology described in the preceding section is compared to analytical results calculated for a swept constant section aerofoil with twist as the design parameters. A CAD model of a 3D wing is constructed in CATIA V5 by extruding an aerofoil section defined by Bézier curves as shown in Fig. 9 .
The boundary of a 2D section along the wing span is described as
where P is the point on the curve, b i is the ith control point, and B in ð1Þ is the Bernstein polynomial of degree n and 1 2 ½0; 1. The tangential direction at a point on the curve can be calculated by differentiating Eq. 13, giving
The normal vector at the point can then be obtained by rotating the normalized tangential vectors aŝ
Considering twist (u 0 ) of the wing tip about the Y-axis, which is located along the leading edge, as the design parameter, for a point (x i ; y i ; z i ) on the wing, the coordinate : ð17Þ u varies linearly along the wing span according to
The derivative of position on the wing body relative to u is
The design velocity can be calculated using Eqs. (15), (16), and (19) as
The CAD geometry movement caused by wing twist is shown in Fig. 10 , where solid and broken lines represent original and perturbed geometry, respectively. For the design velocity calculation, a perturbation value of 0:5 is used to twist the wing. The surface tessellations are created in GMSH with a total of 126,289 facets using background mesh with refinement boxes. The difference between the design velocities computed using the approach described in this paper and those computed analytically for the wing twist are shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the two approaches give results with a maximum difference in the order of 10 À5 m. The maximum displacement of the boundary caused by this parametric perturbation is in the order of 10 À3 m.
Validation of performance gradients
To evaluate the developed approach for industrial geometry, gradients were calculated for a state-of-the-art nozzle guide vane (NGV) of a high pressure turbine (HPT) developed by Rolls-Royce. A 3D CAD model of NGV geometry was built using Siemens NX. The NGV design defines the engine mass flow (and by association the turbine capacity, Q) and is characterised by filleted ends with a cooling slot feature at the trailing edge (TE). In this test case the capacity is considered as the objective function, calculated as
where _ m denotes the inlet mass flow, T t the total temperature, and p t the total pressure at the inlet using mass averaged values. This geometry is also investigated in [28, 39] , where more details about the test case can be found.
Due to the symmetries in the model, the CFD simulation was conducted on one periodic section of the engine's annulus. Consequently, the sector domain shown in Fig. 12 was used for both CFD and design velocity computation.
The CAD model was created as part of an automated iSIGHT [40] workflow and 12 CAD parameters were analyzed. The parameters were perturbed using the workflow. Figure 13 shows some of the CAD parameters considered in this test case, where SS represents the suction side and PS represents the pressure side of the blade profile.
The primal and adjoint CFD results were obtained using the Rolls-Royce in-house CFD solver HYDRA, solving the steady state RANS equations with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and wall functions, and its corresponding discrete adjoint solver [32] . The nonlinear flow solver uses a node-based finite-volume discretization method, and the pseudo-time-marching to steady state is accelerated by a block-Jacobi pre-conditioner and a geometric multigrid technique. The convergence criteria used required the residual to reduce by nine and five orders of magnitude for the primal and adjoint solutions, respectively.
For each design variable, a new geometry was created with a perturbation step size between 0.1 and 1% of the model size. The mesh for CFD analysis was then automatically created using the BOXER meshing software [41] and contained approximately 9 million nodes and 13 million cells. A typical example of the mesh is given in Fig. 10 Comparison of CAD model before and after twist The adjoint sensitivity map is illustrated in Fig. 15 , in which areas of extreme sensitivity are shown in red and blue representing areas where the boundary of the model should be displaced outwards or inwards, respectively, to achieve an increase in objective function. Areas of low sensitivity (shaded in gray) show that the objective function is not sensitive to changes to the boundary in those areas.
For each design variable, a design velocity field was calculated using the approach developed in this work and linked with the adjoint sensitivity maps. The required surface facets are created in GMSH using Delaunay triangulation algorithm with the target element size to be 0.5% of the global model size. The design velocity contours for the casing fillet, SS profile, and hub fillet are shown in Fig. 16 . Finally, the change in performance caused by each parametric perturbation is predicted by taking the inner product of the sensitivity map with the corresponding design velocity field, using Eq. 9. Figure 17 compares the gradients obtained using the adjoint approach and those calculated using finite-differences. All gradients have the same direction and for most parameters the magnitude of the gradients calculated by both methods are in close agreement. For parameters controlling the TE shape, the magnitude of the finite-difference gradients are consistently lower than the adjoint predictions.
The reason for the differences exhibited for some parameters in Fig. 17 is attributed to:
1. The fact that the parameters were perturbed as part of an industrial workflow and it was not possible to determine if the perturbation size was well chosen for calculating a gradient. 2. The numerical noise in the sensitivity map shown in Fig. 15 , especially for parameters which perturb only a small part of the surface in the region of the noise and its effects are magnified (as the ones in the TE slot).
These issues are also investigated using the next test case. It should be noted that even with the differences in the magnitudes of the gradients calculated for some parameters, this is the only approach that can currently calculate sensitivities with respect to CAD parameters that have the same direction for all parameters. The fact that it calculates gradients that are in the correct direction means that it can be used to drive the optimization in industry.
To perform one CFD analysis, it takes approximately 24 h using 20 cores; consequently, the finite-difference approach using the 12 design variables requires approximately 2 weeks of effort. The adjoint approach took 
Optimization test case
To further test the robustness of the methodology, the application to the shape optimization of a transonic wing is exploited. The aim is to minimize the drag of the ONERA M6 and illustrate the efficacy of the gradient calculation throughout several iterations of the optimization process. Numerical optimization involves the minimization of a chosen objective function through the manipulation of a set of design variables h. Within gradient-based optimization methods, the gradient is used to guide the design towards a local optimum over multiple optimization steps. With each new step, a new set of design variables is produced, causing a change in the objective function. A general optimization can be defined as:
Minimize: f h ð Þ; Subject to: g h ð Þ ! 0;
where f h ð Þ; is the objective function to be minimized (maximized), g h ð Þ is the inequality constraint, and h h ð Þ represents equality constraints. The optimization algorithm used in this work is the ''Sequential Least Squares Programming'' (SLSQP) implementation in Scipy [42] . For the purpose of optimization, a parametric CAD model for the ONERA M6 was constructed in CATIA V5, using three different cross-sections along the wing span. Each cross-section is defined using two Bézier curves each defined by five points, one defining the upper surface and the other defining the lower surface. The design variables are the z-coordinates of each control point of the Bézier curves, with the following constraints: the leading edge and TE points are fixed, and the first control point on each surface after the leading edge is constrained to move in equal and opposite directions, vertically offset from the leading edge point. This is to preserve C2 continuity at the leading edge and gives a total of 27 parameters (3 sections) to be used for optimization. The wing is then constructed by sweeping a surface through the section curves as shown in Fig. 18a .
An unconstrained optimization problem for the following flow conditions is defined: An unstructured mesh was created in GMSH with 154,617 nodes and 707,115 tetrahedral elements; the respective surface mesh is shown in Fig. 18b and used for both flow and adjoint analysis. The mesh density near the leading and TE of the wing are controlled by implementing a background mesh field with refinement boxes. For this problem, the SU2 analysis framework [29] was used to solve the compressible Euler fluid equations and the respective adjoint equations using its continuous adjoint formulation. This required no modification to the gradient calculation method, only the ability to process the output from SU2. SU2 is a finite-volume, node-based solver and has several options to discretize the equations in time and space. For this test case, an implicit Euler method was used to march the equations forward in time, and the JamesonSchmidt-Turkel scheme with scalar artificial dissipation is used for the spatial discretization.
The pressure flow field in Fig. 19 shows the formation of shock on the upper surface of the wing, which is similar to results available from the literature [42] [43] [44] [45] . The convergence of the residuals of the density and correspondent adjoint-variable equations for the initial wing is shown in Fig. 20 .
The perturbed geometries required for the calculation of the design velocity were created using a CAD system API developed in this work. All parameters were perturbed by 1% of the wing chord length, and the surface facets for computation of design velocities are created following the same strategy used for creating the CFD mesh. The generation of 28 STEP files took 21 s, the creation of surface facets in GMSH took 19 min in total, and the design velocity computation was completed in 3.5 min, leading to the total process time of 23 min. The creation of facets was later parallelized (4 cores) to reduce the total process time to 7 min. The contours for six of the parameters controlling the upper surface of the wing are shown in Fig. 21 .
Thereafter, the performance gradient with respect to CAD parameters is calculated using Eqs. 9 and 10, and is used in the SLSQP optimization algorithm. The gradients are compared to those calculated using finite-differences in Fig. 22 . For each parameter perturbation, a new mesh was generated with sufficient and similar density to maintain the grid independence of the results, hence limiting the distortion of the finite-differences calculation. Overall, both methods are in close agreement for all parameters. The drag coefficient for the wing was reduced from 0.012135 to 0.00303 in 12 optimization steps as illustrated in the optimization history plot in Fig. 23 .
A comparison of the pressure coefficient between the initial and optimized geometry at two different cross-sections is shown in Fig. 24 . During the optimization process, a reduction of thickness at the leading edge is observed and the point of maximum camber moves slightly aft, resulting in a weakened system of shocks or the elimination of the rear shock, as observed at 60% span. Note that lift is significantly reduced by increasing the aft camber. Both reductions in shock strength and lift contribute to limit the total drag produced.
Discussion
The main objective of this work is to present an automated workflow to efficiently calculate the design velocity with respect to the parameters which define the shape of a featurebased CAD model. The design velocity is then linked with adjoint surface sensitivities to output gradients of performance with respect to CAD parameters by the chain rule. The robustness of the developed approach is demonstrated through the application to a turbomachinery component and a 3D transonic wing model. The two models analyzed in this work were created in two different CAD modelling packages (SIEMENS NX and CATIA V5), and resolved with different CFD solvers (HYDRA and SU2). This substantiates its applicability to industrial CAE systems where models are generally built using commercial CAD packages or other inhouse tools, and have different CFD solvers. The primary benefit of this work is the efficient and robust computation of design velocity for a parametric CAD model built with any CAD modelling package. In terms of computational efficiency, calculating design velocities is computationally inexpensive and enhances the ability of adjoint methods to reduce the optimization time for industrial size test cases using large design spaces. For each of the examples shown in the paper, the cost of computing the design velocities is small compared to the cost of computing the adjoint sensitivities, and as the proposal is to do this in parallel with the primal/ adjoint computation, the cost of including an additional parameter adds no additional time to the optimization loop. That said, for models defined by large numbers of parameters, there will be a point where the cost of computing the design velocities will become greater than the cost of the primal/adjoint computation. At this point, to reduce the computational cost, it is possible to distribute the calculation of design velocities for different parameter sets across different machines. Doing so will require an additional CAD license for each additional machine used; however, one additional license will half the time to computer design velocities for all parameters (and 3 will reduce it to a third, etc.). It is difficult to imagine a scenario where more than a very small number of CAD licenses will be required. There is unlikely to be a scenario where a company is working with a model of such complexity to require parallelization across many machines, but does not have sufficient licenses to allow the parallelization to take place. The proposed approach to compute the design velocity is unaffected by changes in topology which hamper existing approaches, but which are likely to occur during shape optimization of complex models. This was observed for the NGV test case where the parametric perturbations led to the appearance of new sliver faces in the TE slot region (Fig. 25) , while during the optimization of the ONERA M6, wing sliver faces appeared near to the leading edge of the wing where the surface curvature is high (Fig. 26) .
To facilitate the linkage with different CAD packages, the STEP format of the CAD model is used for each perturbed model. The facets required for the computation of design velocity can be directly generated for the STEP files using a suitable mesh generator. Alternatively, the user can generate a STL (Stereolithography) file and generate the surface facets using a compatible mesh generator, e.g. SnappyHex [46] . The applicability of design velocity for prediction of gradients is given by a combination of Eqs. 8 and 9, which requires design velocity to be computed accurately in regions of high surface sensitivity. This was achieved using a dense geometrical faceting in these regions which was controlled by surface mesh generators. Future work will be to explore the use of metrics, based on the changes in curvatures caused by changes in the parameters, to adapt the mesh of the original model. An optimization problem using a transonic wing with 27 design variables was investigated. In this case, a CAD system API was developed to link CATIA V5 with the optimization framework, which automatically updates the CAD parameter values with new values from the optimizer, and exports a new CAD model for the CFD and adjoint calculations. The advantage of using this approach lies in the fact that the optimization is performed directly on the CAD model, and consequently the optimized model is available in the CAD package and can be directly used for other design applications.
Conclusion
The following conclusions have been drawn from this work:
• An efficient procedure to calculate performance gradients with respect to CAD parameters, using adjoint methods, was presented.
• The gradients obtained using this approach can be used in an optimization framework to produce an optimized CAD model geometry in a feature-based CAD system. • The projection methodology using a surface tessellation of CAD geometries overcomes several limitations of alternative approaches, such as the persistent naming problem or changes in the model's topology.
